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Abstract
In the space-dependent gauge, each mode of the Klein-Gordon equation in a
strong electric eld takes the form of a time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
with a potential barrier. We propose that the single- and multi-instantons of
quantum tunneling may be related with the single- and multi-pair production
of bosons and the relative probability for the no-pair production is determined
by the total tunneling probability via instantons. In the case of a uniform
electric eld, the instanton interpretation recovers exactly the well-known
pair production rate for bosons and when the Pauli blocking is taken into
account, it gives the correct fermion production rate. The instanton is used
to calculate the pair production rate even in an inhomogeneous electric eld.
Furthermore, the instanton interpretation conrms the fact that bosons and
fermions can not be produced by a static magnetic eld only.






A strong electromagnetic eld leads to two physically important phenomena. The ef-
fective action due to the vacuum fluctuations of an external electromagnetic eld results
in the nonlinear Maxwell equations [1]. A strong electric eld leads to the signicant pair
production of bosons and fermions due to the vacuum instability [2]. As its long history,
there have been developed many dierent methods to derive the QED eective action in
external electromagnetic elds and to apply to various physical problems.
The proper time method by Schwinger [2] and DeWitt [3] has widely been employed
to compute the eective action for bosons and fermions. The real part of the eective
action leads to the vacuum polarization and the imaginary part to the pair production.
Though that method is conceptually well-dened and technically rigorous, it is sometimes
dicult to apply the method to some concrete physical problems such as inhomogeneous
electromagnetic elds and others. A canonical method has also been used in many physical
contexts [3]. The canonical method proves quite ecient in calculating the pair production
rate of bosons and fermions in a strong uniform or inhomogeneous electric eld.
In the canonical method the most frequently used gauge of an electromagnetic potential is
the time-dependent gauge. In that gauge the Klein-Gordon equation for bosons or the Dirac
equation for fermions in an external electric eld, when appropriately mode-decomposed,
takes the form of time-dependent Schro¨dinger equations. Now the pair production by the
external electric eld is analogous to the particle production by a time-dependent metric of
a curved spacetime [4]. In both problems one imposes the same boundary condition on the
solution that an incident positive frequency component in the past innity is scattered by a
potential barrier into the superposition of a positive and a negative frequency component in
the future innity. The boundary condition is the complex conjugate of that of a scattering
problem in quantum mechanics. The coecients determine the Bogoliubov transformation
and, in particular, the coecient of the negative frequency component gives the number of
bosons or fermions per mode produced by the electric eld [5,6].
A shortcoming of the time-dependent gauge is that except for a uniform eld, the gauge
potential and thereby the Klein-Gordon equation involve both the space and time coordi-
nates at the same time. So one may not apply directly the above interpretation of particle
production via the Bogoliubov transformation to each mode of the Klein-Gordon equation.
On the other hand, in the space-dependent (Coulomb) gauge, upon an appropriate mode-
decomposition, each mode of the Klein-Gordon equation for bosons or the Dirac equation for
fermions takes the form of a time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for quantum tunneling
through a potential barrier. In that space-dependent gauge there is no direct interpreta-
tion of wave components in terms of a positive and a negative frequency. Padmanabhan [6]
suggested that the probability for reflection from the standard boundary condition for the
scattering problem gives the correct relative probability for the vacuum-to-vacuum transition
of boson. Popov [7] and Brout et al [8] also noticed the role of instanton of the transmitted
wave in describing pair production.
It is the purpose of this paper to interpret in terms of instantons the pair production of
bosons and fermions in a strong electric eld in any spacetime dimensions. In the space-
dependent (Coulomb) gauge we propose that the single- and multi-instantons for quantum
tunneling determine somehow the single- and multi-pair production for each mode and show
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that all the contributions from multi-instantons and anti-instantons yield exactly the total
tunneling probability and therefrom determine the relative vacuum-to-vacuum transition,
from which the boson pair production is calculated. We further show that the instan-
ton interpretation together with the Pauli blocking gives correctly the production rate for
fermions per unit volume and time. The pair production rates of bosons and fermions are
calculated using WKB (adiabatic) approximation for the instantons in an inhomogeneous
electric eld. Finally we show that according to the instanton interpretation a static lo-
calized magnetic eld does not lead to any pair production, conrming the result from the
proper time method.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we show that the tunneling
probability by instanton gives correctly the relative rates for the pair production of bosons
and fermions in a uniform electric eld. We calculate the pair production rates in any
spacetime dimensions and compare them with those from other methods. In Sec. III we
extend the instanton interpretation of pair production to an inhomogeneous electric eld
and nd the pair production rates in terms of instantons. In Sec. IV we apply the idea to
a static magnetic eld and show no-pair production in this case. This resolves some of a
puzzling issue on the pair production by a static localized magnetic eld.
II. UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD
We consider a charged boson in a constant electric eld in a (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski













(t;x) = 0; (1)
where q is the charge and m the mass of the boson. In the space-dependent (Coulomb)
gauge, the vector potential for the constant electric eld in the xk-direction is given by
A(t;x) = (−E0xk; 0;    ; 0): (2)
When the boson eld is mode-decomposed as
(t;x) = ei(k?x?−!t)!;k?(xk); (3)














(m2 + k2?)!;k?(xk): (4)
One may interpret Eq. (4) as a quantum system of a unit mass having the inverted
harmonic potential with the center at xk;c = − !qE0 and the energy  = −12(m2 + k2?). Due
to the negative energy  < 0, Eq. (4) describes a tunneling problem. By introducing the



















!;k?() = 0: (6)
The wave function describing tunneling process is given by the complex parabolic cylindrical
function [9]
!;k?() = cE(ak?; ); (7)
























1 + e2ak? ; B = −iceak? ; C = c: (9)
In the space-dependent gauge, Padmanabhan interpreted that the reflection probability
of the wave function gives the relative probability for the vacuum-to-vacuum transition [6].
His interpretation implies that an incoming (initial) vacuum state is described by !;k?(xk =
−1) and thus the reflected wave function denotes an outgoing (nal) vacuum state. We
further propose that the total tunneling probability P tun: via the single- and multi-instantons
represents in a certain way the single- and multi-pair production of bosons and the relative
probability for the vacuum-to-vacuum transition is given by the probability for the no-pair
production P no−pair = 1− P tun:, i.e, the reflection probability. It should be noted that the
instanton interpretation for pair production excludes a non-zero transmission probability
above a potential barrier or a potential well from the tunneling probability via instantons
and thus implies no-pair production.
To see how the instanton interpretation works for the uniform electric eld, we calculate
the tunneling probability from the asymptotic form (8) of wave function and compare it
with the result from instanton calculation. The total tunneling probability for each mode
k? is given by








and the probability for the no-pair production, i.e, the vacuum-to-vacuum transition, by








In fact, it is the consequence of flux conservation in quantum mechanics that Eq. (11) is
determined by Eq. (10) as
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P b: no−pairk? = 1− P b: tun:k? : (12)
Hence, what one needs in nding the probability for the no-pair production (vacuum-to-
vacuum transition) even in a general electric eld is the corresponding total tunneling prob-
ability via the single- and multi-instantons.
Now the tunneling probability (10) can be interpreted in terms of multi-instantons and
anti-instantons of tunneling process. In instanton physics [10], the leading contribution to
the tunneling probability
P tun:k? = e
−2Sk? ; (13)











where x = 
q
m2 + k2? − ! are the classical turning points. The single-instanton may be
related in a certain way with one-pair production, and the multi-instantons with multi-pair
production. As there is no limitation from the Pauli blocking for the multi-pair production
of bosons, multi-instantons lead to the multi-pair production, whereas multi-anti-instantons
lead to the annihilation of created boson pair and therefore contribute to the no-pair pro-
duction (vacuum-to-vacuum transition). So the correct total tunneling probability should
take into account both multi-instantons and anti-instantons






where instantons contribute positively and anti-instantons negatively. Similarly the relative
probability for the no-pair production (vacuum-vacuum transition) is given by






These results agree with Eqs. (10) and (11). The physical interpretation of the alternating
signs is that only instantons of even times repeated periodic motions in the inverted potential
contribute positively (the right hand side) to the tunneling, whereas anti-instantons of odd
times repeated periodic motions contribute negatively (the left hand side) to the tunneling.
The vacuum means the absence of any particle for possible physical states. So the
vacuum-persistence, i.e., the vacuum-to-vacuum transition, is the total relative probability
for the no-pair production:
jh0; outj0; inij2 = Y
all states




ln(1 + e−2Sk? )
#
: (17)
On the other hand, the vacuum persistence is given by the imaginary part of the eective
action






where V and T are the relevant volume and duration of time. Therefore, the pair production






































where s is the spin of the boson, and we used
R
dkk = (qE0)T [11]. It should be noted that
Eq. (19) recovers the standard result for the boson pair production in Ref. [12].
The fermion pair production can be understood similarly. The created fermion pair
blocks the multi-pair production. So the total tunneling probability related with the fermion
pair production per each mode is just
P f: tun:k? = e
−2Sk? : (20)
Therefore, the relative probability for the no-pair production of fermions is given by
P f: no−pairk? = 1− e−2Sk? : (21)






































Equation (22) also recovers the standard result for the fermion pair production in Ref. [12].
III. INHOMOGENEOUS ELECTRIC FIELDS
We now consider the pair production in a static inhomogeneous electric eld. For the
sake of simplicity, the electric eld is assumed to be applied in the xk-direction and to have
the gauge potential
A(t;x) = (A0(xk); 0;    ; 0); (23)














(m2 + k2?)!;k?(xk): (24)
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We can still interpret Eq. (24) as a one-dimensional quantum system of a unit mass with
the potential −1
2
(! − qA0(xk))2 and the energy  = −12(m2 + k2?). In the WKB (adiabatic)
approximation the asymptotic form for the tunneling probability for each mode k? is given
by [13]



















































Hence the relative probability for the no-pair production (vacuum-vacuum transition) of
bosons is given by




and for fermions by
P f: no−pairk? = 1− e−2Sk? : (31)
A few comments are in order. First, if the electric eld extends over all the space and has
the potential jA0(1)j = 1, then the potential barrier decreases indenitely at both 1.
Therefore, there are instantons for all k?. Second, if the electric eld is localized or has
nite values of the potential at 1, then only those modes belonging to k?;+  jk?j  k?;−






























































with the Sauter type gauge potential [11]
A0(xk) = −E0L tanh(xk
L
): (35)
In the limit of L ! 1 the gauge potential (35) reduces to the uniform electric eld in
Sec. II. Since the gauge potential (35) is a more general case including the uniform eld
as a special case, it is worthy to apply the instanton interpretation to pair production and
compare the result with the exact one. Bosons gain an additional contribution to momenta
from the acceleration by the localized electric eld and have asymptotic values at xk ! 1:
k2k(1) = (qE0L + !)2 −m2 − k2?; k2k(−1) = (qE0L− !)2 −m2 − k2?: (36)
























)F (; ; γ; ); (38)







































It describes a wave function after tunneling. In the limit of xk  −L, we may use another








Γ(γ)Γ(γ − − )
Γ(γ − )Γ(γ − )F (; ; γ; 1− )
+
Γ(γ)Γ( +  − γ)
Γ()Γ()
(1− )γ−−F (; ; γ; 1− )
#
: (41)




Γ(γ)Γ(γ − − )
Γ(γ − )Γ(γ − )e
ikk(−1)xk : (42)
Therefore, from Eqs. (40) and (42) we can nd the probability for tunneling
P b: tun:k? =
kk(−1)
kk(1)


























(qE0L2)2 − 14 . In the large L limit we obtain approximately the probability
for tunneling




Here, we used the binomial expansion































+    : (45)
Therefore, using instanton action (37) one can obtain the pair production rate for bosons
and fermions according to Eqs. (33) and (34). Thus we have shown that in the space-
dependent gauge the instanton interpretation for wave function gives correctly the pair
production rates for bosons and fermions for two exactly solvable models.
IV. MAGNETIC FIELDS
Recently the possibility of pair production by a static localized magnetic eld has been
raised in Ref. [14]. In this section we resolve this issue from the view point of the instanton
interpretation.
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Let us consider a static magnetic eld in a 4-dimensional spacetime with the gauge
potential
A(t;x) = (0; A1(x2); 0; 0): (46)
The magnetic eld is given by B = dA1(x2)
dx2


















(t;x) = 0: (47)
As in the case of the electric eld, each mode of the eld
(t;x) = ei(k1x1+k3z3−!t)!;k1;k3(x2) (48)















(!2 −m2 − k23)!;k1;k3(x2): (49)
As a one-dimensional quantum system, Eq. (49) has the potential 1
2
(k1− qA1(x2))2 and the
energy 1
2
(!2 −m2 − k23).
In the case of a uniform magnetic eld, the gauge potential A1(x2) = −B0x2 is indenitely
unbounded at x2 = 1. Then the potential of Eq. (49) is exactly that of a harmonic
oscillator and the energy is quantized
n = qB0(2n + 1): (50)
The quantized energy has been used to calculate the eective action in the uniform magnetic
eld [1]. From the view point of instanton interpretation, there is no pair production since
there are not instantons at all. This result agrees with that obtained from the proper time
method and other methods.






x^3. The gauge potential





. The gauge potential in Eq. (49) has two asymptotic
values 1
2
(k1  qB0L)2 at x2 = 1, respectively, and a minimum value in-between. So
there is no potential barrier for instantons to exist. Therefore, according to the instanton
interpretation, there is no pair production, and this fact contradicts with the result in Ref.
[14].
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the pair production of bosons and fermions by a strong
electric eld. We have employed the canonical method to nd the wave functions of the Klein-
Gordon equation and applied an appropriate boundary condition. In the space-dependent
(Coulomb) gauge the task of calculating pair production reduces to that of nding tunneling
probability via instantons. The boundary condition for the case of space-dependent gauge
is the standard one of quantum mechanics in contrast with the case of the time-dependent
gauge.
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We put forth a criterion on the pair production of bosons and fermions via instantons.
A single-instanton is related in a certain way with the single-pair production and multi-
instantons with multi-pair production. This criterion implies the no-pair production when
there is not any tunneling instanton. In the case of a uniform electric eld, when all the
contributions from multi-instantons and anti-instantons are taken into account, the pair
production rate for bosons calculated according to the instanton interpretation recovers the
well-known result from the proper time method. By taking the Pauli-blocking into account
the pair production rate for fermions is found also to agree with the standard result. Using
the instantons obtained in the WKB (adiabatic) approximation we are also able to provide
the formula for the pair production rate of bosons and fermions by inhomogeneous electric
elds.
As a by-product we are able to show that a static localized magnetic eld cannot produce
pairs of bosons or fermions. In the case of magnetic elds the space-dependent gauge reduces
the Klein-Gordon equation to time-independent Schro¨dinger equations with potential wells
instead of potential barriers of the electric eld case. Since there is not a nite instanton, the
pair production of bosons or fermions cannot proceed. A possible innite instanton gives the
zero probability for pair production. Therefore we may conclude that any static magnetic
eld cannot lead to pair production conrming the well-known result from the proper time
method. This will resolve the puzzling issue of pair production by a static localized magnetic
eld in the canonocal method [14].
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